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Introduction
• Office-based gynecologic procedures are more convenient 
and cost-effective, but pose issues for pain management2 
• Research on pain interventions disagrees, so there is no 
consensus for most effective method1 
• Disagreement may be due to inconsistent implementation 
of pain measure tools that cannot consider pain duration 
• The cVAS app measures pain continuously, and produces 
an AUC score to capture pain more comprehensively 
• Use of the cVAS app in clinical research will allow for 
better pain management options, improving patient comfort 
and reducing barriers to care3 

Objectives
• Assess accuracy of cVAS thru comparison to pain measures 
• Assess feasibility and acceptability of cVAS tool in research 
• Obtain suggestions for app improvement from patients 
  

Results Conclusions & Discussion
• Comparing the cVAS AUCs to the traditional VAS and other 
pain measures support the new tool’s accuracy 
• Both patients and providers highly rated the app’s feasibility 

 • easy to learn, easy to use, and not disruptive 
• However, the subject population was small, < 35, and educated 
• We encountered some issues during procedure: technological 
glitches, difficulty holding tablet, forgetting to mark pain 
• Internet connectivity prevented multiple participants from 
completing cVAS data collection 
• Raw data requires extra reformatting, and AUC data 
interpretation may be difficult for providers and researchers 
• Surprisingly, the app may function as pain management, since 
patients report the app is a good distraction from pain 
• Overall, preliminary findings are positive for successful use 
and implementation of cVAS app for gynecologic procedures 
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Materials & Methods 
• IUD insertion, EMB, & surgical abortion patients 
• Pre-procedure: demographics, medical history, pain-related 
information, learning cVAS app 
• Procedure: 2 synchronized tablets recording pain on 100-
mm scale as function of time 
• Post-procedure: additional pain measures, patient and 
provider feedback 
  

Figures 1-3. Individual IUD patients’ AUC scores, 
qualitative patient pain descriptions, and cVAS graphs with 
procedural milestones mapped" )

Figure 4. Paper-based overall pain, maximum pain, IUD insert pain, and AUC pain scores of IUD patients, by increasing AUC (n=11)"


